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Key Features
A ONE-STOP SHOP FOR RELEVANT CONTENT
As the need for being able to work on multiple aircraft models and systems gets stronger, FIELD hosts
multiple technical publications into its unified browsing environment. Manuals, manuals supplements and
any other document you may need to work with are all seamlessly integrated.
AMAZING 3D PERFORMANCES
Our unique FAST 3D technology processes the most massive 3D graphics to provide obvious
scope/purpose/audience displays instantaneously. 3D remains fluid while part selection triggers a broad
variety of user-oriented services.

Specifications
USER EXPERIENCE
Responsive user interface
“Mobility First” concept
Branded application

SOCIAL
PDF anything, annotate and electronically send it to
anyone
Record and share discrepancies

NAVIGATION
Semantic-wise queries leveraging multiple
dictionaries
“Table of content-breadcrumb-back” combined
features
Multi-purpose bookmarks

CONNECTIVITY
Check for updates, download
Normal Revisions, quick updates/temporary revisions
Supplements and “integrated” supplements
Cloud-based, NAS or other file-sharing solutions

MULTIMEDIA
Foldable text
FAST3D graphics (with FIELD Booster)
Line-arts highlights (wires, callouts, signals, etc.)
FORMATS
Full support of ATA/S1000D collections (with FIELD
Builder)
Multimedia (MP3/MP4/SVG/HTML5/PDF)
IoT compatibility

TECHNICAL MANUALS ENHANCEMENTS
Millions of hyperlinks
Unlimited text-graphic integration
SN filtering
Equipment/wire-focused navigator
PLATFORM OPTIMIZATIONS
Apple IOS: SendTo feature, notifications,
iPhone/iPad support
Microsoft Windows 7+: Multiple instances/windows

SOGITEC DIGITAL PIPELINE encompasses CBT, VMT, HUMS & FIELD (Touch, Builder, Card, Booster, API).
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UNMATCHED INTERACTIVITY
FIELD leverages rich data structures for increased work efficiency. Whatever the ongoing tasks, dynamic
documents offer you to move instantly to any topic of interest. Every word may contain hyperlinks, a preview
of targeted information with click-back capabilities, annotations, definitions or discrepancies.

